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About This Game

You survived the fall semester, but things are heating up this winter in Speck, Nebraska! A new villain with mysterious motives
emerges to terrorize your city! New professors push you and your classmates harder than ever before! New information is

revealed about Zenith-training schools in New York and San Francisco! And if that’s not enough, one of the world’s deadliest
villains has promised to return before the end of the semester to finish what she started in the fall!

Community College Hero 2: Knowledge is Power is a superpowered 200,000 word interactive novel by Eric Moser, where your
choices control the story. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power

of your imagination.

 Seek retribution for your classmate’s death or focus on protecting the innocent!

 Pursue Zenith power, study battle tactics, or plan to revive the villainous mantle of Dr. Stench!

 Match wits with a mysterious new non-Zenith villain!

 Travel to other cities to rub shoulders with world famous heroes!

 Prepare with your friends and professors for the return of the murderous Manipulator!
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Within 10 minutes purple men flooded my base from a portal behind me.

10/10 would genocide again. So Guard of Wonderland
I never thought about myself as a fan of such kind of games, but I love Alice too much to miss any game about this character.
All in all I wasn't disappointed and actually I was even surprised. We've got many cool stuff in here: stylish characters - check,
wonderful story - check, nice art - check, great music - check, good writing - check. At the very beginning the combat system
seemed a little bit weird, but later I understood that it's supposed to be like this - we are in Wonderland eventually! And
everything in here obey strange logic that is hard to explain but actually easy to understand.
Verdict:
It's a good adventure for Alice fans, everything is done with a big respect and love to the world created by Lewis Carroll.. this
game is the reason my kids disowned me.
♥♥♥♥
YOu
MATT. One thing the developer did ruins this game for me...there is a 20 minute time limit to battles in single player campaign
mode. This was not there in European Escalation so that game is better for single player as you can take your time and play your
way and not be rushed by a timer.

Since we are paying money for this, the developers should make the time limit something players can control.. Ended up being
shorter than I thought, but definitely enough playtime for the price. Was kinda easy, story was okay.. Eh it's fine. Make a
character, forget that hands exist for holding things, and breeze through. It's fun for the first 5 minutes before you realize "Oh.
That's the whole game..."
4/10, Would recomend, but it's just not good enough.. Love horror games or not this is not a game that should be played. I
wasted 99 cents on a game instead of something from the dollar menu.

This isn't really a game its a walking simulator that is just that WALKING. Theres jump scares I guess that is what it tried to do.
The game isn't scary at all that even markaplier couldn't do his over the top oh ghod I'm scaried!!1!11!!! melodramatic over the
top horrible acting to make the game seem scared. I was bored to death walking can they send an update to make running seem
like running to spead up the game? Also I would love an update that once you beat it the studio sends you a $5 steam credit code
so you can actually by a REAL actual game.
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Overall it is a decent game which worths its price. Considering the difficulties of game design, this game is pretty good and
meets the expectations.

Pros:
- Ship and water graphics are very realistic. I liked how ships are hit and sunk.
- Sound effects are also satisfactory.
- Immersive gameplay, the feeling of being in the environment is well thought.
- Aiming and missiles are quite enjoyable actually.

Cons:
- Developers can work on the terrain to make it look better.
- There should be an option to support seated play as well.
- There is only one background music which gets to you after a while but it is not a big minus which can be arranged I believe.

Suggestions:
- Multiplayer option could bring the game to another level.
- Difficulty levels against a computer opponent may be introduced.
- Some achievements and rewards may be nice as well.

All in all it is a fun game which has VR fundementals. So good effort and keep up the good work.. As an avid fan of space x4
games, this is one of my top 5 favorites. If you enjoy space x4 games, you can't regret buying this especially when it's -75% off
during sales. Positive pointers of this game: Design system is different and really awesome. You can design a ship of unlimited
choice of size. It could be 0.001 or millions. Setting up a galaxy, you can choose to have tens of thousands systems (if you have
a good computer lol) which is pretty cool game-creation ability. The only bad pointers I can think of is the ships, they only have
2 shipsets (and basically they all look the same) but I didn't mind that so much in this game. Technology is very general, there
are no special ones since everyone can research the same things. There are no "races" to play as other than your "game profile".
But really, the bad pointers are small and they are not enough to overlapse the good pointers of this game. Like I mentioned, If
you enjoy space x4 games, this is a good buy! :). Such a small space but yet nice atmosphere. The sounds and looks good but the
lack of something to do might be found as boring to some people. I enjoyed listening to everything ABE had to say.

If you're ok with the fact that it's a short and immersive video clip in VR and NOT INTERACTIVE, you might enjoy it :).
Problems....
No tutorial so you have no idea how to get started.
The "Info" buttons on buildings in the build menu don't work
If you build all the buildings you need you'll go Bankrupt and the game will crash
If you build the buildings as needed you'll go bankrupt and the game will crash
If you only build the assembly building and try making your own parts to build Vehicles you'll go bankrupt and the game will
crash.
You can't bid on any contracts because there is no way to put in an offer and get anything other that a 0% chance of winning it.
You lose money faster than you can make it, its 2.5 milliion every month for building maintenance and you can sell built parts
for maybe 200k every few months. Which leads to you taking a loan from a loan shark and going bankrupt and you guessed it
the game will crash.
I love the thought of a geme that lets you build satellites and conduct manned space missions and colonize other worlds. But this
game is not that and it took $20 and a couple hours of my time to figure that out. From what I can tell they have pretty much
given up on this game. Hopefully a half way decent company comes by and picks this up soon.. The Game was really good.

I had fun while playing game and finished the game.

Awesome voice really love it.

Worth buying the game,Go for it.. A blast with a dark sense of humour. Ho ho ho little hoes.
You better buy this dlc, or you'll end up on santa's naughty nibba list.
No little kiddie wants C4 in their stocking instead of toys and candy!
. An interesting framing device doesn't make up for a lack of content. 15 minutes of vaguely interesting philosophical wank.
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